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Summary

Model reduction is meant to derive a simple low order model from a complex

high order model. The original high order model of a linear time-invariant

system is developed by means of physical modeling (based on physical lows) or

identification (based on measurements). The main purpose of model reduction is

to reduce the computing complexity in model applications such as simulation,

prediction and control.

A good model reduction technique should be 1) numerically simple and reliable;

2) optimal for the intended model application. The following methods will be

analyzed from the point views of criterion used and properties of the reduced

model.

- The method of Ho-Kalman

- Optimal Hankel-norm approximation

- Model reduction based on balanced state space realization

- Frequency weighted Hankel-norm

- Frequency weighted balanced reduction

- Frequency weighted L2-norm model reduction

Recommendations are given for selecting a reduced model order and for

selecting a method with respect to some intended model applications. Some of

the methods are tested with examples.

GE, Xiao-hong

TUB Measurement and Control Group (ER)

12-12-1991
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Model reduction is meant to derive a simple low order model from a complex

high order model. The original high order model of a linear time-invariant

system is developed by means of physical modeling (based on physical lows) or

identification (based on measurements). The main purpose of model reduction is

to reduce the computing complexity in model applications such as simulation,

prediction and control. Sometimes, model reduction can be used to reduce the

error of the high order model that is obtained by estimating the disturbed

data.

A good model reduction technique should be 1) numerically simple and reliable;

2) optimal for the intended model application. With these two requirements in

mind, we will, in this work, investigate the existing well known methods of

model reduction and give recommendations for the purpose of control.

The methods under study are:

- The method of Ho-Kalman

- Optimal Hankel-norm approximation

- Model reduction based on balanced state space realization

- Frequency weighted Hankel-norm

- Frequency weighted balanced reduction

- Frequency weighted Lz-norm model reduction

In Chapter 2 different methods of model reduction are overviewed. In Chapter 3

we address the model application in control systems and derive criteria for

model reduction. In chapter 4, the balanced reduction, the Hankel-norm

approximation and the frequency weighted balanced reduction are tested with

examples. In section 2.3 we propose a reduced model in second order

approximation.
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Chapter 2 Investigation of the Model Reduction Methods

In this Chapter we will discuss the model reduction based on the balanced

state space realization and the optimal Hankel-norm approximation in

continuous-time case. The discrete-time problems are solved by using the

bilinear transformation. The Ho-Kalman method can be used to get a state space

realization or to reduce the model. Here we use it mainly to get a state space

realization. A reduced model of a second order approximation is proposed. Some

criteria for selecting the order of the reduced model are studied.

2.1 Ho-Kalman Algorithm

Ho and Kalman (1966) proposed an algorithm to construct a minimal state space

realization of a linear, finite dimensional dynamic system from the impulse

response ( Markov parameters ). Their method can be used when the high order

model is given in Markov parameters. We will use their algorithm to form a

state space model as the fIrst step towards the model reduction. The model

reduction methods, such as the balanced model reduction and the optimal Hankel

approximation, are based on the state space model.

In practice only estimated Markov parameters from sampled data are available,

therefore it is only needed to consider the discrete time system here. We will

briefly sketch the Ho-Kalman algorithm. For the detail we refer to Ho and

Kalman (1966).

Let a discrete time system have the impulse response

00

Y(k) =i~oM(i) U(k-i) (2.1.1)

The sequence ( M(i)} is called the Markov sequence. The minimal state space

realization is fInding a ( A,B,C,D } of constant matrices such that
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{

CAk-lB,
M(k) =

D

k ~ 1

k = 0

(2.1.2)

are satisfied for a minimal dimension of A. For a SISO (Single Input Single

Output) system M(k) is a scalar; for a MIMO (Multi-Input Multi-Output) system

M(k) is a pxm matrix, where p is the number of the outputs and m the inputs.

If we assume that the desired realization (A,B,C) is a minimal realization

with dimension n, so the observability matrix

C
CA

Mo = CA2 (2.1.3)

CAn-1

with dim«p' n)xn) and the controllability matrix

Me = [ B AB .. An-1B ] (2.1.4)

with dim(nx(m'n)) have rank(Mo) = rank (Me) = n. The n is also the number of

the nonzero singular values of the Hankel matrix. If we know the Me and Mo

matrices Band C can be immediately obtained from them.

In the Ho-Kalman method the (A,B,C,D) is calculated by the following

procedure:

1) forming a finite Hankel matrix
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M ( I) M(2) '" M( f)

M (2)

Hr=
(2.1.5)

M(D M(2D

=

= MoeMe

where r is bigger or equal to the order of the minimal polynomial. Generally

the order of the minimal polynomial equals the order of the characteristic

polynomial so that r~n and Mo and Me follow (2.1.5). Mo is the observability

matrix and Me the controllability matrix. Hr has dimension «p·n)x(m·n)).

The shifted Hankel matrix is

M(2) M(3) ... M(r+l)

M(3)

~

Hr=

M(r+l) M(2r+l)

2) Applying the singular value decomposition to a finite Hankel matrix H

gets

H = UeLeVT (2.1.6)

where L = diag(a a ... a )
I' 2' , S

a ~a ~..·~a >0
1 2 n
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(J =(J = ... (J = 0
n+l n+2 S

UTU = I and yTy = I

XT denote the transpose of X. s is the smaller value of rxmin{p, m} if H

has

dimension rxmin{p,m}. {m} are the Hankel singular values of the Hankel

matrix.

Rank(Mo) = rank(Me) = rank(H) = n

The n is the number of the nonzero singular values of the Hankel matrix.

Because rank(H) = n we may rewrite this as
TH = He = UnLnY
n

where only n singular values are involved.

If we distribute the singular values in a balanced way among Mo and Me

we get

112Mo = UnL
n

112 Tand Me = L Y
n n

In practice when we don't known n the above two steps should be repeated

until rank(Hk) = rank(Hk+l).

3) As He = MoeMe, (A,B,C) can be obtained as follows

In SISO case, B is the first column of Me and C is the first row of Mo. In

MIMO case, B is composed of first m columns of Me and C is composed of the

first p rows of Mo.

with dim(nxn) (2.1.6)

X+ is pseudo inverse of X.

The realization (A,B,C,D) has the following property:

Suppose that rank(Hr) = n. Then if (A,B,C) are given above the relation

(2.1.2) is satisfied for all 0 $ k $ 2n in the SISO case.

The Ho-Kalman algorithm can be used to get a reduced model if the realization

(A,B,C,D) has less than dimension n. This is mainly being used if the Markov

parameters are disturbed by noise e.g. when they are a result of parameter
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estimation. The dimension of A then equals the number of dominant singular

values above the noise level (Damen et aI, 1982)

The realization (A,B,C) obtained from the Ho-Kalman algorithm is not always

stable when the estimated finite Markov parameters are used to form a finite

Hankel matrix. This is because that a realization with an order n means, for a

5150 case, that only the first 2n+1 Markov parameters are fitted exactly. The

rest of the impulse response is left free. It is this tail that can cause

instability.

For a stable system an approximation realization (A,B,C,D) should be stable

and minimal. These are the conditions for using the balanced model reduction

method. If an unstable realization is obtained for a stable system, in such

case, the realization can be obtained by using extended Hankel matrix. The

extended Hankel matrix is formed by putting a zero tailer to the estimated

finite impulse response until the rank of the Hankel matrix is smaller than

the size of it. This way was used in our example. We use the realization as

the start of our reduction procedure.

2.2 Model Reduction Based on the Balanced State Space

Representation

Model reduction based on the balanced state space representation is a common

method used nowadays. Therefore it is worthwhile to discuss the meaning of the

internally balanced state space representation.

The idea of internally balanced realization was introduced by Moore (1981). He

proposed a method for balancing continuous-time systems. Moore's method

requires that the systems to be balanced are asymptotically stable and

minimal. A minimal state space realization means that all states are

controllable and observable. The controllability and observability gramians

are used to define measures of controllability and observability in certain

direction of the state space. It has been shown that there exists a coordinate

system in which the gramians are equal and diagonal. The corresponding system
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representation is called internally balanced.

A reduced order model can be obtained from the balanced representation by

deleting the least controllable and least observable part. The remaining part

will have a similar input output behavior (transfer function) as the high

order model when the impulse response or step response is compared. To be

distinguished from extensions of balanced reduction models developed by other

researchers we will call the Moore's method the truncated balanced model

reduction. The reduced model by this method is called the

truncated balanced reduced model. Pernebo and Silverman (1982) have studied

the truncated balanced reduced model from the stability, controllability, and

observability point view for both continuous time and discrete time system.

Other reduction technique based on balanced realization have been introduced

by various authors. Some of them will be discussed and compared in this

chapter. Heuberger (1991) combined different balanced model reduction

techniques and introduced a one parameter family of the reduced order model.

He has shown that other methods are special cases of this reduction method

which leads to stable and minimal reduced order models. We will focal point of

the study on Heuberger's reduction method. Based on examples some comments on

the method will be given.

2.2.1 The properties of the balanced state space
representation

In this section we will give all the definitions that relate to balanced

realization and more details about the properties of the balanced realization.

Only finite dimensional linear time-invariant systems are treated.

If (A,B,C,D) is a state space realization of a system, the condition of

(A,B,C) to be balancable is , as we mentioned before, that (A,B,C) is minimal

and asymptotically stable. Under this condition there exits a similarity

matrix T such that the similarity transformation (T1AT, T1B, CT, D) has

equal diagonal controllability and observability gramians.

Continuous-time case

If a linear time-invariant continuous-time system of

8
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controllable,observable and asymptotically stable, it has a balanced

realization (A,B,C) with the following properties ( Pemebo and Silverman

1982).

1) The realization (A,B,C,D) is asymptotically stable, that is Real(A(A))<O,

where (A(A)} is the set of the eigenvalues of the matrix A.

2) The realization is minimal and has equal controllability and observability

matrices. The controllability gramian P and the observability gramian Q

can be defined as

00

P := J eA1BBTeAldt
o

and

P=Q=L>O

where L is a positive definite diagonal matrix and elements of L are

equal to the Hankel singular value of G(s) (= singular values of infinite

size Hankel matrix).

Let {Ak, k= 1,...n} = A(PQ), the set of eigenvalues of PQ. The Hankel

singular values of G(s) are defined as cr (G(s)) = {AI
/2, A :;to}.

k k k

These Hankel singular values of G(s) are invariant under similarity

transformation. The Hankel singular values are very frequently used in

model reduction field.

3) L satisfies the Lyapunov equations

AL + LAT + BBT = 0

ATL + LA + CTC = 0

This can be used to check whether a realization is balanced. We assume

that Hankel singular values in L are ordered such

L = diag(crl,cr ,...cr), cr ~ cr > 0, k=1,...n-1
2 n k k+l

Discrete-time case

If we assume that the system is asymptotically stable, reachable, and

observable. It has the realization {A,B,C}. The reachability and observability
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gramians are then defined as

00 T
P = L AkBBT(AT)k = MrMr for r ~ 00

k = 0 c c

As the same as the continuous-time case, for balanced realization (A,B,C), it

has the same properties.

The gramians are both equal to L which is the unique positive definite

solution to the Lyapunov equations
ALAT _ L + BBT = 0

ATLA - L + CTC = 0

These properties will influence the properties of the reduced order model

which will be discussed in section 2.2.2.

Another advantage of the discrete balanced form is that the output from a

balanced digital filter has lowest sensitivity to roundoff errors (Pernebo and

Silverman 1982 reference 3).

2.2.2 The reduction method based on the balanced

state space realization

In this section we will discuss the one parameter family model reduction

method based on the balanced state space realization. With this model

reduction method, Heuberger (1991) has shown that both the continuous-time

case and the discrete-time case will have the same properties under bilinear

transformation. The method has a parameter which is used as the reduction

factor. This parameter is corresponding to each other between two cases. The

choice of the parameter is discussed from practical point of view. The reduced

model, which lead to the same results as other authors, are pointed out

simultaneously during study.
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For convenience some assumptions and definitions are given first.

We will consider the linear time-invariant systems in state space form

Continuous-time

X = AcX + BcU

Y = CcX + DcU

discrete-time

X(k+1) = AdX(k) + BdU(k)

Y(k) = CdX(k) + DdU(k)

(2.2.1)

where A has dimension nxn, B nxm, C pxn, and D pxm.

The systems are assumed to be asymptotically stable, minimal and balanced with

respect to (w.r.t) L. L = diag(cr ,cr ,...cr), cr. ~cr. 1>0, i=I,...n-l. The
1 2 n 1 1+

following Lyapunov equations are valid:

Discrete:

Continuous:

controllability

AdLAdT - L + BdBdT= 0
T TAcL + LAc + BcBc = 0

observability

AdTLAd - L + CdTCd = 0
T TAc L + LAc + Cc Cc = 0

The balanced realization (A,B,C) can be partitioned as:

A = [ All A12 ]

A21 A22 B = [ ::]
C = [Cl C2] (2.2.3)

where All is kxk, IS;; k < n, Bl is kxm, Cl is pxk.

L - [ Ll 0] where Ll has dimension kxk.
- 0 L2 '

Ll = diag(crl,cr2,... crk), L2 =diag(cr ,cr .. o,cr), cr
k

> cr > 0
k+l k+2 n k+l

This partitioning will be met very frequently later.

(2.2.4)

1. Bilinear Transformation

The bilinear transformation is used to switch between the continuous and

discrete time case, to prove that results in one time case are also valid in

the other one. The reason for this is that calculations in discrete time are

often much more involved than in continuous time. The steps for solving the
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discrete-time problem are: first transforming it to the continuous-time case;

after model reduction, then doing the inverse transformation.

Bilinear transformation is defined as

Z-I
S = Z+"l ~

I+SZ=-
I-S

(2.2.5)

Iz I< 1 ¢::) Real(s) < 0 and Iz I = 1 ¢::) Real(s) = 0

Let G(s) be a linear time-invariant system with realization (Ae,Be,Cc,De)

where Ae has no eigenvalues in s=1. Define the discrete- time system F(z) by:

F(z):= G( Z+-I) = Cd(zI-AdrIBd + Ddz I

Then F(z) is a linear time-invariant system with realization (Ad,Bd,Cd,Dd).

The both realizations have the following relation:

Ad = (I+Ae)(I-Aefl

Bd = ,/2 (I-AerIBe

Cd = ,/2Cc(I-Aerl

Dd = Dc + Ce(I-Aerl

Ae = (Ad-I)(Ad+Irl

Be = ,/2(Ad+IrIBd

Ce = ,/2Cd(Ad+Ifl

Dc = Dd - Cd(Ad+IrIBd

(2.2.6)

The bilinear transformed realization is balanced only if C and B are defined

as in (2.2.6). Glover (1984) has shown that the bilinear transformation

preserves stability; the Gramian and Hankel singular values of (Ad,Bd,Cd,Dd)

and (Ae,Be,Ce,De) are the same when the bilinear transformation is well

defined.

2. The reduction technique based on the balanced state

space realization

For the time being we will let G(p) to be a linear time-invariant system where

we use no specific time case implying that we consider both the continuous (p

= s) and the discrete (p = z) time cases. Let (A,B,C) be a balanced

realization of G(p) w.r.t L, G(p) = D+C(PI-ArIB with A(nxn). Let O<k<n and

let A,B,C,L be partitioned according to (2.2.3) and (2.2.4) with 0' >0' . We
k k+l

can rewrite G(p) in the following decomposition:

12



G(p) = ~(p)(pI-A(p)ylB(p) + :5(p)

A(p):= All + AI2(pI-A22ylA21

~(p):= Cl + C2(pI-A22ylA21

B(p):= Bl + AI2(pI-A22ylB2

:5(p):= D + C2(pI-A22ylB2
(2.2.7)

li.2

Fig.2.2. The block diagram of a system

If the complex variable p is replaced in the lower block by a real number m,

we get a reduced model

11. -1
A = All + A12(mI-A22) A21

t = Cl + C2(mI-A22ylA21

:fi = Bl + A12(mI-A22r1B2

f> = D + C2(mI-A22}1 B2
(2.2.8)

The m is the model reduction parameter to be chosen. Different choice of m

will lead to the different models with different properties.

3. Admissible region of m

If m is a scalar it is easy to show that m will have the following region:

Assume the eigenvalue decomposition of A22 is A22=VAV-1, with A diagonal. The

condition for the existence of a reduced order model is (mI-A22r1 exists.

13



So

rnI-VAV·l= V(V-lmV _A)V·l = nonsingular ~ rnI-A = nonsingular

In continuous-time case, the stability of A22 given by partition (2.2.3) and

(2.2.4) is guaranteed by Ok""Ok+I. Hence the diagonal elements of A have

negative real part. Then ~O will be the sufficient condition to guarantee the

existence of (rnI-A22rl. In the discrete-time case, A22 is stable if either

the reachability gramian or the observability gramian is nonsingular and

diagonal (Pernebo and Silverman 1982). Stable A22 implies IA.i(A22) 1<1.
Therefore Im I~1 will guarantee mI-A nonsingular. These results can be related

to each other under the bilinear transformation. If a, ~ are used to represent

m in the continuous-time and the discrete-time cases respectively they have

the relation as

~-l
~+l

or equivalently ~=~I-a (2.2.9)

So we can define admissible region [0,00] for m in continuous-time case and

[-00,-1]U[1,00] for discrete-time case.

The properties of the balanced reduced models

After establishing the basis, now we will analysis the properties of the

reduced order model. Heuberger has shown that the set of the reduced order

model has some common properties.

Let G(p) be a finite dimension linear time-invariant stable

system and let (A,B,C,D) be a realization of G(p), that is

balanced w.r.t :E>O, with 0" >0" . Let m be any value in the
k k+l

admissible region and partition A,B,C,:E according to (2.2.3) and

(2.2.4). G:(p) as the balanced reduced model with order k and

reduction parameter m:

a:(p) = :6 + t(pI-Arl~
where

1\ -1
A = All + AI2(mI- A22) A21

t = Cl + C2(mI-A22rlA21

14
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(2.2.10)

and where (rnI-A22fl:=o for m = ±oo

then

1) (A,f3,t;JJ) is a stable and minimal realization.

2) The Loo norm of the approximation error is bounded by:

IIG-till $ 2(0' + ••• + 0')
00 k+l n

with strict inequality if m is in the interior

and strict equality if k=n-l and m on the boundary.

(2.2.11)

There are some special properties that are related to the reduced model when

m is chosen on the boundaries. The reduced model corresponds to the m chosen

on the boundaries actually are the results worked out by several authors. The

details can be found from the articles of them. We will use the term

'difference' to describe the difference between a high order model and a

reduced model. An 'error' is the difference between a real system and a

reduced model.

a=O, Continuous-time Singular Perturbational Balanced Reduction

[Fernando and Nicholson, 1982; AI-Saggaf and Franklin, 1988; and Liu and

Anderson, 1989]

The reduced model with a=O is the combination of the balanced model reduction

method with the method of singular perturbational approximations.

"0
Let G/s) denote the continuous singular perturbational balanced reduced model

of order k, by

where

then

"0 """ 1 "Gk(s) := D + C(sI-Af B

"A = All - AI2A;~ A21

" -1B = Bl - A12A22 B2

"C = Cl - C2A;~ A21

"D = D - C2A;~ B2

15
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(2.2.4) with a:#a ,
k k+l

it is a stable, minimal

1). If (A,B,C) partitioned according to (2.2.3) and

" " "then (A, B, C) is balanced w.r.t. Ll. Besides

realization.

2). The difference is zero at the frequency ro=O. This implies that the static

gain of GO(s) is equal to the static gain of G(s).
k "3). Consistency, which means, if r~, the reduced model GO(s) obtained by one

r

step reduction from G(s) is the same as two step reductions which are,

"0 "0 "0firstly, reducing G(s) to G (s), then reducing G (s) to G (s).
k k r

The ak:#ak+l is the condition to guarantee the stable of A22.

The idea behind the singular perturbational approach is to use a "boundary

layer" correction to account for the eliminated subsystem. The assumption is

that the eliminated states are faster than remained states. It means that A22

has eigenvalues with large (negative) real parts while Al2 and A21 are small.

The internal balanced realization orders the states by means of their strong

controllability and observability level. If one wants to eliminate the faster

states, it is necessary to check the fastness of a state before doing the

reduction. The author suggests a procedure to use this method satisfying the

requirement of the singular perturbational reduction:

1) partition the balanced system (A,B,C) to give the strong subsystem

(All,BI,CI) and the weak subsystem (A22,B2,C2)

2) check whether the weak subsystem is fast by calculating the eigenvalues of

the matrix All and A22

3) if 2) is true, calculate the reduced order representation by (2.2.12)

Whatever the condition 2) is (true or not), the reduced model will have

the properties given above. The model reduction is like to have a weighting at

00=0.

a=oo, Continuous Truncated Balanced Reduction

[Moore,1981; Pernebo and Silverman; Glover 1984; Enns 1984]

The reduced model of order k, a=oo is

16



A oo -1
G k (S) := D +Cl[sI-All] Bl (2.2.13)

then

1). If in definition (2.2.4) 1:.1 and 1:.2 have no diagonal entries in common.

then (All,Bl,Cl) is balanced w.r.t. 1:.1. Besides it is a stable minimal

realization. The subsystem (A22,B2,C2) is asymptotically stable.
A

2). Consistency, which means, if r~, the reduced model Goo(s) obtained by one
r

step reduction from G(s) is the same as two step reductions which
A oo A oo A oo

are, fIrstly, reducing G(s) to G k (s), then reducing G k (s) to G r (s).

3). The difference is zero at frequency 0)=00. This implies that the reduced

model has been weighted at 00=00.

The idea behind this is to replace cri by 0, i=k+1,... ,n, and to retain the

system; in other words, the states that correspond with these singular values

are replaced with states that are neither controllable nor observable and can

therefore be removed. This will lead to satisfactory results if the discarded

singular values are relatively small.

The Hankel singular values are used for choosing the order of the reduced

model. In section 2.4 some criteria for selecting the order of the reduced

model will be discussed. In Chapter 3 model reduction criteria are studied.

rn =00, The Discrete Truncated Balanced Model Reduction

[Pernebo and Silverman,1982]
Aoo

The discrete truncated balanced model of order k, G k (z), is defIned by

A oo 1
G (z) = D + Cl(zI-Allr Bl

k
(2.2.14)

1). If Ok>Ok+1 then (All,Bl,Cl) is a minimal and stable realization. The

subsystem (A22,B2,C2) is asymptotically stable.

A
G7(z) is in general not balanced. The stability of both subsystems is

guaranteed if either the controllability gramian or the observability gramian

is nonsingular and diagonal.
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~=1, The Discrete Singular Perturbational Balanced Reduction

[AI-Saggaf and Franklin, 1988]

The discrete singular perturbation balanced reduced model of order k,
Al
G/z), is defined by

A A A IA A
G1(z) := C(zI-Af B + D

k

where,

~ = All + AI2(I-A22)" 1 A21
A I
B = BI + AI2(I-A22) - B2
A I
C = CI + C2(I-A22) - A21
A I
D = D + C2(I-A22)" B2

(2.2.15)

then

1). If in definition (2.2.3) and (2.2.4) LI and L2 have no diagonal entries in
A A A

common. then (A,B,C) is balanced w.r.t. LI. Besides it is a stable and

minimal realization. The nonsingularity of (I-A22f l follows from fact

that the system (A,B,C) is balanced. (Pernebo and Silverman,1982).

2). The difference is zero at frequency 0)=0.

~=-1, The Discrete Balanced Reduction

[AI-Saggaf and Franklin, 1988]

The discrete balanced reduction model of order k, O-I(z), is defined by
k

A I A A IA A
G~ (z) = C(zI-A) - B + D

where

then

A
A = All - AI2(I+A22) - I A21

A I
B = BI - AI2(I+A22)" B2
A I
C = CI - C2(I+A22)" A21
A I
D = D - C2(I+A22)" B2

18
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1). If in definition (2.2.4) Ll and L2 have no diagonal entries in common,

" " "then (A,B,C) is balanced w.r.t. Ll. Besides it is a stable minimal

realization.

2). The difference is zero at frequency Cl>=1t.

The difference has the Loo bound as in (2.2.11) but in practice it can be very

conservative if k<n-1.

2.2.3 Examples

We have discussed the properties of the balanced model with m on the boundary.

The reduced model with m chosen in the interior is not balanced. Now we will

show three SISO examples. From the example we will further discuss the

balanced model reduction.

Example 1

This is a simple third order system, that was used by Enns(l984). The transfer

function is :

(s+0.8) (s+2)O(s) = ---'-----.:-:..-....:...--
(s+ 1. 5 )(S2+1. 4s+1)

The Hankel singular values of this system are

{0"I,0"2,0"3} = {0.6985, 0.1599, 0.0053}

We approximate O(s) with a first order model, applying different values of m.

As to be expected the result shows that for m=O the approximation has the same

static gain as O(s), while for m = 00 the high frequency behavior is matched.

This is shown in Fig.2.2.1 and Fig. 2.2.2. Fig.2.2.1 shows the amplitude of

the original system and the approximation with m= 0,0.9545,00 respectively. The

reduced order model with mop is compromised between m=O and m=oo. Fig. 2.2.2 is

the error Hoo norm of the reduced model set corresponding to m. It is a convex.

The mop gives the best reduced model in the Hoo norm sense. As we said before.

"The optimal II~O;OP(s)lloo = 0.1891, the theoretical Hoo norm upper bound is

0.3304. The theoretical upper bound is 1.747 times bigger than the optimal
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one.

Heuberger didn't give any suggestion how to find the optimum of m. By our

experience we propose a simple way to find a suboptimal m. If the error

frequency responses of m=O and m=oo has one cross point the frequency roc

corresponding to this point can be taken as a suboptimal m. The optimal m is

in the neighborhood of roc. Fig.2.2.3 shows the error frequency responses of

the reduced model set with m. m is taken { 10-3, 102
} log space. The reduced

model set is turning around roc line. The m acts as a frequency weighting in

the reduced model set. The roc is the turning point which divides the frequency

to two parts [0 roc] and [roc 00]. If the difference is wanted to be smaller in

the frequency band [0 roc] (or [roc ooD, then m has to be taken any value

smaller ( bigger) than roc. roc is a critical frequency at which the minimal

error of the reduced model set gets the biggest value. See Fig. 2.2.3. The

error at roc can not be reduced further by means of changing m. If one likes to

get an approximation that decreases the error at roc the frequency weighted

balanced model reduction might offer a way. The error level of a expected

reduced model can be tuned according to designer. This is needed when the high

order is obtained with error. How to justify it will discussed in section 2.4.

I.SThe am litude of fre

1cI)
"0
B.....
]'
...... 0.5

------------- ...

0.3

~
'K 0.25

~
0.2

moL-----L----L--'-L..L..1...LJ...L_--'--=='--L....L...L..I....LJ

10-3 100 103

Frequency in rad/s

Fig 2.2.1 Amplitude of
mG(s) and G 1 (s) for m=O,mop,oo

- original system

.. m=O --m=oo

o m=mop

Fig. 2.2.2 The error Hoo norm

of ~Gm(s) w.r.t m
1
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The error frequency responses G-Gl(m) Examplel order 1

0.2 .

10' 102

.......................
........................

. .
! . . . . .

i 01 '. • ••••••••••••••••••••

I ..~~> .
. . :??~XX11.J.J.XXxxx.uxxxnJ.Uuxxxu.

'Wr.
10°10.1o

10-3

w

Fig. 2.2.3 The error frequency responses of the ~G~(s) Example1

x: m=roc 0: m=mop=O.9545 - m=O and m=oo

Example 2:

We consider the example used by Liu and Anderson (1989) and create second

order approximation of

G(s) = (s+4)
(s+ l)(s+3) ( s+5)(s+10)

which has Hankel singular values:

{ 0'1 ,(}'2,<J3,<14 )={1.5938x10-2,2.7243x10-3
, 1.272x10-4,8.006x10-6}

Again we see, from Fig.2.2.4, that the error frequency response is

turning around the roc line when m is changing from 0 to 00. The maximum error

frequency response of {m=O, m=oo} contributes an upper bound distribution for

m taken any other value. The Hoo norm has curve in Fig. 2.2.5. The m is
op

equal to roc for this example.

=

The

The theoretical Hoo upper bond of the reduction error is 2(<1
3
+(14)

2.7043xlO-4. The optimal Hoo norm is 1.3412xlO~ Thus there is 2 times

difference between the optimal norm and the theoretical upper bound.

optimal Hoo norm is about half the max{ II~G~(s)lloo' II~G:(s)lloo}'
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x10" The error magnitudes of G·Gr(m) plol during m change from Q-iof EX2
2.3
h,.,..~~~==""""""'~.

0.5

B xIO"

E 2
g
:5
:i: U

The error H·iof norm wIdI ro m I!um 1e2

m

Fig. 2.2.4 The error frequency responses

of the ~G;(s) Example2

x: m=OOc 0: m=mop=l1.84

- m=O and m=oo

Fig. 2.2.5 The error Hoo norm

of ~G;(s) w.r.t m

Example 3:

The third example is taken from Al-Saggaf and Franklin (1988). The transfer

function of the pressure control loop of a power plant is

G(s) = 5. 351OxlO-
6
(s+0.125)(s+0. 2)

(s+0.02)3 (s+0.41806)(s+0.1246)( s+6. 302xlO-3)

It has Hankel singular values

{0"1'0"2'0"3'O)= { 0.6124, 0.2098, 4.008xlO:2 4.279xlO- 3 1.339xlO·
s
,

1.01OxlO-9
}.

The theoretical error upper bound is 8.944xlO-3 for a reduced model with order

3. If we want to have Hoo smaller than 10-2 we have to take a third order

reduced model. Now we will look at the H2 and Hoo norm of the singular

perturbational balanced (SPB) reduced model and optimal m in Table 1.

From Table 1 we see that the optimal approximation is a good approximation in

both H2 and Hoo norm senses comparing to the singular perturbational balanced

reduced model
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Ta b leI

I
SPB (m=O) Optimal m Theore tical

Hoo 7.3 860x 10-3 4.375 6x1 0-3 8.944x10- 3

H2 8. 6234x 10-2 3 . 61 8 Ox10 -2

These three examples show that the optimal reduced models have nearly flat

error distributions in the whole frequency band. When m is chosen continuously

the reduced model set has shown some special properties. The Loo-norm of the

difference between the higher order model and the reduced model set has a

convex cave with respect to m for the SISO case. It appears from experience,

that the optimal m in the Loo-norm sense could be taken at the neighborhood of

the cross frequency roc which is the frequency corresponding to cross point of

the difference of the frequency responses of the reduced model with m=O and

m=oo, if there only exists one cross point. In the case more cross points

existing it is not clear how to choose the optimal m. In the MIMO case the

singular value of the difference of the frequency responses are used. It seems
AO A oo

that the maximum difference frequency responses {.1G (00), .1G (oo)} of the two
k k A

reduced model m=O and m=oo give an upper bound for the reduced models .1Gm(oo)
k

with m taken any other values, when m is a scalar for SISO case. These

properties appear in three examples but could not be proved theoretically.

:I. too] The error nugnirudes of G(s)-Gr(m) change when m changes fromO-inf.
8'---~~~~-~~--':--'--~-~~~rT"T"J

K I0-)' . Hin-norm of general reduced balanced models.
8,-----~~~.,..,....,-~~~~-~~~........,

" ......,

.••...........

10"10.110"

.... " .

··/;,11......;\.. ·....·.··································· .

7 ..

Fig.2.2.6 The error frequency
Am

responses of .1G 3 (s) Example3

x: m=roc 0: m=mop

- m=O and m=oo

Fig. 2.2.7 The Hoo norm of
Am

G(S) - G
3

(S) w.r.t m
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2.3 The reduced model in second order approximation

Above we have discussed the properties of one parameter balanced reduced model

and give a simple way to find a suboptimal m in Hoo norm sense. Now we will

find an optimal m in second order approximation..

Let (A,B,C) are partitioned according to (2.2.3).

We have the block diagram of a system which looks like

11

I

II

Fig.2.3.1 The block diagram of a system

While A21, A12, B2, C2 are relatively small compared to (All,BI,CI) we propose
n xn

to approximate the dynamic l/s1 of part II of the system by M-I, ~O, Me IR 2 2

while A22<O. n2 is the dimension of X2.

The second order approximation means that the approximation of the block (Al2,

A21, B2, C2) to be considered is up to power two.

In second order approximation we get a transfer function as follows

CI(sl-AllrIAl2+C2} {(M-A22r l -(sl-A22r l
) {A21(sl-AllrIB1+B2}

(2.3.1)

For SISO cases we can approximately minimize (2.3.1) w.r.t. M the modulus

I· Ijroo of this transfer function for a specific roo. We get
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M(roo) = A22 +2[GrooI-A22)"1 + (-jroo-A22)"lr1

2

= V(diag( i ~o )V·1

1

where A22 = VAyl, {A..} are the eigenvalues of A22.
1

(2.3.2)

This is not a complete expression. The derivation see Appendix ( given by

Damen and Ge).

The M is a function of frequency ro and the difference is minimized at a

particular frequency roo. The roo can be in the band, where we operate the

system, or a particular frequency, where we take high weight. This expression
" M(roo)can be explained as such, that, at the frequency roo, the reduced model G k

will give the smallest error in the reduced model set OM(ro). The error
" kfrequency response of the reduced model GM(roo) has the smallest error at roo.

k

The eigenvalues of M have positive real part.

If we check M(w) formula with w we see that

1) M(O) leads roo=O, the singular perturbational balanced model that fits at

roo=O;

2) M(00) leads roo=oo, the truncated balanced model that fits at roo =00.

The relationships of roo with w, which are used in reduced model set O~(ro)(roo)

that gives the minimal error at roo, are shown in Fig.2.3.2 and Fig.2.3.3. From

these figures we see that for a big region of roo the results are true. As the

Mo is obtained under some assumptions, therefore, further study is needed to

check them.

The following figures have axes as

where M de~igned to minimize cr for roo
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100
~
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AM(OO)
Fig 2.3.2 The relationship of roo with w (used in G k ) Example!

The minimal error at fre uenc w in the model set G2103
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,-... 101
::E
'-"
~ 100

10-1

10-2
10-2 10-1 100 101 103

Fig 2.3.3 The relationship of roo with w (used in OM(OO») Example2
k
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2.4 The Hankel-norm Approximation

The Hankel-norm approximation problem is to find an approximation of a stable

system with a lower order stable system sach that the Hankel-norm of the

difference transfer function is minimized. This problem was first shown to be

solvable (in the discrete-time case) by Adamyan, Arov and Krein(1968, 1971,

1978) and the first reliable state space algorithm for continuous-time case

was developed by Glover (1984). Many other authors have contributed to this

field, among which Kung and Lin (1981), Ball and Ran (1987) for the

discrete-time case, and Safonov et.al. (1987,1990) for the continuous-time

case. For applications the algorithms of Safonov and Glover are commonly used.

These are for continuous-time systems, whereas for discrete-time systems the

problem is solved by using the bilinear transformation. The problem is

transformed into a continuous-time setting and the continuous-time solution

is transformed back to the discrete-time case. Glover (1984) showed that the

latter procedure results in an optimal discrete-time solution in the sense

that the Hankel singular values of the errors will be the same, as will the

frequency responses. The L norm of the errors will be different except the Loo
p

norm. The reason of using it is that there is not a simpler algorithm to find

the optimal Hankel norm approximation for discrete MIMO systems. The method

given by Kung and Lin(1981 a) for MIMO system in the transfer function form

requires much computation-time and numerical stability is not known. Safonov

etc.(1987) gave a new formulation of the multivarlable optimal Hankel model

reduction results of Glover. The new formulation dose not need the

prerequisite of the balanced realization of the system before model reduction.

It avoids to compute possibly ill-conditioned balancing transformations. The

algorithm has been used in MATLAB - Robust Control ToolBox. Heuberger (1991)

has studied the discrete-time state space Hankel norm reduction technique but

the MIMO case is left to be solved. Since the MIMO method is interesting to us

therefore according to these situation we will only consider the Glover's

method.
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The Hankel norm approximation problem

Let G(p) be a pxm finite dimension linear time-invariant system with McMillan

degree n. The Hankel norm approximation problem is to find for k<n, an
1\

approximating pxm finite dimension linear time-invariant system Gk(p) with
1\

McMillan degree k, such that II G(p)-Gk(p) II H is minimal with respect to all

finite dimension linear time-invariant systems with McMillan degree k. Any
1\

such G(P) is called a Hankel norm approximation of G(p).

Glover derived all optimal Hankel norm approximations of linear multivariable

systems and their Loo error bounds. The solution to the optimal Hankel norm

approximation is based on the properties of the all-pass transfer function.

The main idea is to construct an all-pass error transfer function in the state

space form and solve the Lyapunov equations of it. The reduced model can be

obtained from the solutions of the Lyapunov equations under the condition of

the all-pass transfer function. The solution to the Loo error bound is via

results on balanced realizations, all-pass transfer functions and the inertia

of the matrices. Since we are interested on the properties of the reduced

model the results contributed to them will be studied. We will give the main

results of Glover. The details of the proof and interpretation are referred to

Glover's article (1984).

1) Hankel norm of a rational transfer function: Glover's theorem 6.1

Let G(s) be a rational transfer function, analytic in the closed right half

plane, then

O"l(G(S)) ~ IIG(s)llH = i nf/lGGro)-FGro) IlL
FE H 00

_00

O"l(G) is the biggest Hankel singular value of the G(s). II·II H is the Hankel

norm of a function. This theorem shows that if one wish to approximate the

causal transfer function of GGro) by an anticausal function FGro), then the

smallest Loo error that can be achieved is the Hankel norm of G(s). This leads

to the following bound for reduced model.
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2. The approximation error Hankel norm - Glover's Lemma 7.1

Given a stable, rational, pxm, transfer

singular values (Jl~(J2···~(Jk>(Jk+l~···~(Jn>O'

McMillan degree ~ k

function matrix G(s) with Hankel
A

then for all G(s) stable and of

This gives the smallest approximation error Hankel norm that can be achieved

by the reduced model within the order k. If one wants to reduce the difference

Hankel norm the order of the reduced model has to be increased. When is the

lest difference reachable and what is an optimal Hankel norm approximation?

The answers are given by the following theorem.

3. Optimal Hankel norm approximation Glover's theorem 7.2

Given a stable, rational, mxm, transfer function G(s) then

A A
(1) m+l(G(s)) = i nf II GO ro)-G(jro)-F(jro) II ' McMillan degree (G)~

FEH ," Loo
_00 G

(2) If G(s) has Hankel singular values (J ~(J ...~(J >(J =(J ...(J
A 12k k+l k+2 k+r

>(Jk ~...~(J >0 then G(s) of McMillan degree k is an optimal Hankel norm+r+l n
approximation to G(s) if and only if there exists F(S)E H (whose McMillan

-00

degree can be chosen ~+k-l) such that E(s)~G(jro)-G(jro)-F(jro) satisfies

In which case

*X is the complex conjugate transpose of X.

(3) Let G(s) be as in (2) above, then an optimal Hankel norm approximation
A

of McMillan degree k, G(s), can be constructed as follows. Let (A,B,C)
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be a balanced realization of G(s) with corresponding L=diag(O'I.0'2.. ··.

0' .0' .....0' . 0' .....0' ), (or L = diag(LI, 0' Ir)) and let
k k+r+1 n k+1 k+r k+1
A A A A A

(A,B,C,D) be a realization of (G(s)+F(s))
A A A A IA
G(s)+F(s) = D+C(sl-A)" B

A
where G(s)e H and F(s)e H .

+00 -00

A A A A
The realization (A,B,C,D) can be obtained by solving the difference Lyapunov

equations:

Defining [Ae,Be,Ce,De] the corresponding realization of E(s)

then the following equations hold:

A
Ce = [C -C ]

A
De = D-D

• •AePe + PeAe + BeBe = 0

PeQe = ~ I
• .1'+1

DeC + BeQe = 0

Glover shows if we assume that

• •AeQe + QeAe + CeCe = 0

D:De = ~ I
k+1•DeBe + CePe = 0

[

LI

Pe = ~

o
[

LI

Qe = 0

-r

o
0'

k+1

o

where r ~ L 2
- ~ I (non singular),

I k+1

and partition (A,B,C) according to L

A = [All AI2 ]

A21 A22

All is kxk matrix.

The solution of the difference Lyapunov equations gives the expected reduced

model within the order k. 6(s) is the stable part of t(sl-A):~.
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The realization (A,"fi,t,:6) is defined as the following:

A ~ rl(~ A· + LIA LI
k+1 11 11

"fi ~ rl(LIBI + cr C·V)
k+1 I

A A •c = CILI + cr VB
k+1 I

:6~D-cr V
k+1

V is a unitary matrix satisfying

•B2 = -C V
2

4. The Loo norm of the Hankel norm approximation

Let 6k(S) be an optimal Hankel norm approximation of McMillan degree k to

G(s). G(s) has Hankel singular values {cr ~· ..~cr }. If there exits constant
I n

matrix Do. Then the reduced model with order k has Loo bounds as

The choice of the constant Do is specified and explained in Glover (1984). It

is chosen to reduce the final Loo error. The low bound gives the achievable

difference for the reduced model with order k. They can be used for the order

selecting.

The Hankel norm criterion is used in the optimization for finding a lower

order model within degree k. There are other norms which are commonly used

such as H2 and Hoo. Therefore H2 and Hoo will be used for comparing the

different model reduction methods.

Package MATLAB's ohkapp is used in examples to find an optimal Hankel norm

approximation in this report.
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2.5 Some criteria for selecting the order of the reduced model

For the time being we have discussed the three model reduction methods - the

balanced state space model reduction, the Hankel-norm approximation and the

Ho-Kalman method.

The Ho-Kalman method is a method of conversing the Markov parameter model ( or

Finite Impulse Response model - FIR) to a state space model representation.

The order of the state space model is determined by the number of non-zero

Hankel singular values of the finite Hankel matrix. In practice the size of

the Hankel matrix is equal or smaller than one half of the available Markov

parameter number. Since we use this method as the first step of the model

reduction of other methods, it is better to take a high order.

In practice the state space model might be unstable by using the estimated

FIR. A stable model can be obtained by adding zero trail to the FIR until

the

rank is smaller than the size of the matrix. Therefore, in the Ho-Kalman

method the order is equal to the number of the non zero Hankel singular values

of the Hankel matrix built up with the Markov sequence expanded with a tail of

zeroes.

The balanced model reduction also uses the Hankel singular values for

selecting the reduced model order. Moore (1984) proposes the criterion with

the expression

k n

~ L (c?)/ L (cr~) ~ » 1
1 1

i=l i=k+l

(2.5.1)

for obtaining a balanced kth order model. The example shows that when the

ratio is around 20 the reduced model gives good approximation.

Pernebo and Silverman use the condition cr »cr for finding the order.
k k+l

Both criteria assume that there exists an internally dominant subsystem of the

order k.
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The relation between the Loo of the approximation error of the reduced model

and the Hankel singular values is another criterion used in the balanced model

reduction.
(2.5.2)

Since this bound is very conservative for k$n-l. The order found by (2.5.2)

might be higher than the one that can be used.

These criteria only give an estimate idea about the order. The standard

balanced model reduction does not use an optImIzation algorithm. The

difference distributed in either the time domain or the frequency domain is

not clear by the reduction procedure even when the properties of the reduced

model and the criteria given above are considered together except (0=0, (0=00.

By definition reduced model by using an optimal m model reduction parameter

does reach the lest Loo norm in the one parameter reduced model set of the

order k. How to find the optimal m needs further study. The order of the model

can be detennined by the principle that the reduced model gives the minimal

and smooth error distribution. Based upon the error curves for m=O and m=oo it

is easy to predict the smooth behavior of the error for optimal m, because

apparently there is a smooth transition of curves with changing m.

When the estimated high order model has an error, the smallest difference

between the estimated high order model and lower order model dose not

give the smallest error between the real system and the lower order model.

If the estimated error is known (for an estimated high order model

this is possible) the order can be chosen such that the difference due to

the model reduction is on the level of the estimated error.

Here, from one example, we will give an idea of how to use the criteria for

selecting the order of one parameter balanced model reduction. We assume that

the high order model is a correct model. This example is from the Philips

Glass process in winschoten. It has two inputs and two outputs. Firstly, it is

reduced to a 10th balanced singular perturbation reduced model, then it is

reduced to 4th (G4(m)), 5th (Gs(m)), 6th (G6(m)) and 7th (G7(m)). In Chapter 4

we will study it further.
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From these figures we could get the following conclusions.

1. Using (2.5.2) to choose an order for accepted Roo norm error;

2. Using (2.5.1) to check whether a order given above can be reduced to an

accepted error distribution. Because (2.5.2) is very conservative when

k<n-1. Fig 2.5.1 shows that by proper choosing m in the order 4th which

will lead to an accepted Roo error as order 5th.

3. One wants to know more accurate error level of a different order set. For

each order set only two error frequency responses need to be plotted m=O

and m=oo. They tell how big errors occur within the order.

Now we assume that a high order model is estimated with error. This example is

a simulated Philips Glass process with noise. The high order model is obtained

by identification. Fig 2.5.6 shows that the difference can be reduced by

increasing the reduced order. But, Fig 2.5.7 the real error frequency

responses show that increasing the reduced model order do not gain much. This

example has (power noise/jnput)ratio 0.05.
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Fig. 2.5.6 the difference frequency

response for the different orders

Fig. 2.5.7 the real error of the

different orders
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For the Hankel-nonn approximation the low and upper bounds are available:

1) If G(p) is a pxm finite dimension linear time-invariant system with

McMillan degree n and Hankel singular values {cr ~···~cr }. If k<n and
1 n

cr >cr then for every pxm system Fk(p) with McMillan degree k the Hankelk k+l
nonn of the difference transfer function is bounded by:

II G(p)-Fk(p) II H~crk+l (2.5.3)

2) If G(p) is a pxm finite dimension linear time invariant system with

McMillan degree n and Hankel singular values {cr ~.. ·~cr >cr ...~cr} and
1\ 1 k k+ 1 n

let Gk(p) be an Hankel nonn approximation of G(p) with McMillan degree k.

Then the Loo nonn of the difference transfer function is bounded by:

1\

IIG(p)-G(p)lloo :s; 2(cr
k
+

1
+ cr

k
+

2
+ ... + cr)

Furthennore there exists a feed through matrix D such that

These bounds are used for finding the order of the reduced model.

(2.5.4)

(2.5.5)

In the practice the order selection is a trial and error procedure depending

on the designer demands and goals.
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Chapter 3 Criteria for Model Reduction and Frequency Weighting

Model reduction will introduce some difference between the high order model

and reduced order model. In this section we will discuss how to distribute

this difference in the frequency domain, in order to derive a reduced model

that is optimal for applications such as simulation and control. We need to

distinguish two different situations of model reduction:

1) The high order model is practically error free; and

2) The high order model has errors that are not negligible.

The fIrst situation can arise when the high order model is derived very

accurately by physical laws, or identifIed from the experiment data which is

nearly noise free. Of cause the system should be linear and time-invariant. In

this case the difference between the high order model and reduced model is the

model error.

The second situation occurs more often than the fIrst one. The error of the

high order model is caused by the lack of completeness of our physical

knowledge and/or by the disturbances and measurement noise in the data. If

some properties of the errors of the high order model are known, it is

possible to reduce the error by means of model reduction. In this case, the

difference between the high and reduced models may contribute to improving the

model accuracy. This is why we use the term the difference of model reduction

than the error of model reduction.

The criteria of the model reduction will be different for the two situations;

also different model applications will need different criteria. We will

discuss only the discrete time model.

3.1 The Derived Criteria Based on Intended Use of the reduced

Model

3.1.1 Criteria when the high order model is error free

When the high order model is error free, the difference between the high order

model and reduced order model is purely model error. We will consider two

kinds of applications of the model: stabilization and performance, both are
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under Internal Model Control (IMC) scheme.

Robust Stabilization, SISO System

Denote Gn(z) as the high order model, which is equal to the true model GO(z),

C(z) as the stabilizing feedback controller; designed based on the high order

model. The closed loop system is implemented in a IMC scheme.

Fig.3.1.1 Intern al model control

Suppose we want to replace the high order model by a reduced model

in the IMC scheme. According to Nyquist stability criterion, the

remains stable if

kG (z),

system

with co E [-n,n] (3.1.1)

The stability is optimized if the reduced order model is obtained by

minimizing the following loss function:

Sup I(Gn_Gk)C(dCO) I
co .

= II(Gn-Gk)C(dCO)lloo

This is a frequency weighted Loo model reduction problem with

weighting function.

(3.1.2)

C(d~ as the

Robust Stabilization, MIMO System

The extension of (3.1.2) to MIMO system is straightforward. The system remains

stable if

with co E [-n,n] (3.1.3)

The stability is optimized if the reduced order model is obtained by

minimizing the following loss function:
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Sup o-[(On(dro)-O\d~)C(d~]

=f(Gn(doo)_Ok(doo))C(dro) 1100 (3.1.4)

Performance, SISO System

In an IMC scheme of Fig.3.1, the reduced model is used to simulate the process

on line. A reduced model which can simulate the process optimally can be

considered as the criterion for model reduction. Assume that the process input

signal, u(t) is quasi-stationary, that is, its spectrum exists:

00
<1>u(ro) ='t ~_ooRu('t)e-jrot

and

N

Ru('t) = 1im + t ~1 u(t)U(H't).
N~oo

Then the simulation error of the reduced model is:

e(t) = (On(z)_Ok(z))u(t)

The reduced model can be obtained by minimizing the variance of this error:

N I1t .V = 1im _1_ L e2(t) = _1 lOn_Ok 1
2<1> (ro)dro

N t = 1 21t u
N~ -1t

(3.1.5)

This is a frequency weighted L2 norm model reduction. In practice, <1> (00) can
u

be determined by performing simulations using the high order model and the

designed controller.

To use a reduced model which is optimal for simulation the loss function is

simple. Theoretically, however, it is not clear how it contributes to closed

loop performance. To derive a model reduction criterion which is optimal for

some closed system performances are not an easy task. Rivera and Morari (1987)

tried to obtain a criterion for H2, Hoo and Jl controller synthesis. After

several approximations, they have got some expressions only for SISO systems.

Performance, MIMO System
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Here, we still use optimal simulation as the model reduction criterion. Denote

<I>u(ro) as the spectrum matrix of the process inputs under feedback control, the

simulation error has the spectrum as

<I>e(ro) = (Gn_Gk)<I>u(ro)(Gn_Gk). (3.1.6)

where * denotes conjugate transpose. The reduced model can be obtained by

minimize the L2-norm of <I>e(ro)

V = II <I>e(ro) 11
2
= II (Gn_Gk)<I>u(ro)(Gn_Gk). 11 2 (3.1.7)

3.1.2 Model Reduction Criteria for High Order Model

Estimated from Noisy Data

When the errors of high order models are not negligible, it becomes more

difficult to derive model reduction criteria, because the errors of high order

models should also be taken into account. But when the high order model is

estimated from noisy data, Wahlberg (1989) has derived an asymptotic maximum

likelihood loss function based on the asymptotic theory developed by Ljung

(1985).

The result of Ljung (1985) says, for a SISO process, if the process

disturbance is a stationary stochastic process and if the estimated model
3

order n is allowed to increase with the number of data N, then when n ~N) -70

as n~ and N~, the error of the estimated transfer function follows

asymptotically Normal distribution and the variance can be approximated by

(3.1.8)

Where <I>v(ro) and <I>u(ro) are the spectra of the output disturbance and process

input respectively.

This result can be used to solve several fundamental problems in system

identification, among them:

- Optimal input design (Gevers and Ljung, 1986);

- Upper bound of identification error (Zhu, 1990);

- Model order selection (Zhu et aI, 1991)

Besides thes~, the theory can also be used to derive a reduced model which
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(3.1.9)

might have smaller error than that of the high order model.

If we view the high order estimate as the noisy observations of the true

transfer function, we can use the maximum likelihood principle to derive the

reduced model using the asymptotic theory of Ljung (1985). Denote the reduced

model as ak(z), the loss function for asymptotic maximum likelihood is due to

Wahlberg (1989) ( Here he assumes that the reduced order k is the true one.)

1t

Vm1= _1_ J Ian(dW) - ak(dW) 1
2 <1>u(O) dO)

21t <t>v(O))
-1t

This is a frequency weighted L2-norm model reduction criterion. The theory can

be generalized to MIMO case, see Zhu (1990). Then the loss function for MIMO

asymptotic ML model reduction is (Zhu et al, 1991)

1t

Vm1= t ~ _1_ J1an (dO) - ak (dW
) 12

i = 1 1= 1 21t il il

-1t

For more details we refer to the articles.

<1>u
ll

(0)

<t>v.. (w) dO)
11

(3.1.10)

Remarks

- The importance of (3.1.9) and (3.1.10) is that they propose a weighting

function for estimated model reduction and the weighted error is minimized.

- The results (3.1.8) (3.1.9) and (3.1.10) are for open loop experiments. For

SISO models, identified from closed-loop data, it is not difficult to derive

the asymptotic ML loss function. Because in closed-loop case, the high order

model also follows asymptotically normal distribution only the variance has

another expression (Ljung, 1987; Zhu, 1990). But it not simple to do so for

MIMO models.

- In this situation, the optimal performance is taken care of by optimal

input design (Gevers and Ljung, 1986), the robust stability can be checked by

an error bound (Zhu 1990, Zhu et al. 1991).
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3.2 Frequency Weighted Model Reduction

In section 3.1 the model reduction criteria w.r.t model application were

discussed. Now we will study the frequency weighted model reduction methods

with those criteria in mind.

3.2.1 Weighted Balanced Model Reduction

As we have discussed above model reduction method based on the balanced model

state space realization eliminates the least controllable and observable

states. The reduction model remains the input output behavior close to the

high order model. This is not desired when the high order model describes the

real system with error. The high order model with error is normal if the high

order model is obtained by identifying based on the disturbed data. Can we

influence the reduced model in such way that pre-knowledge about estimated

error or/and controller can be considered during reduction procedure? The

reduced model is expected to approximate the weighted high order model. This

motivates the use of a weighted error criterion. From our discussion in

section 3.1 it is natural to have a frequency weighted error criterion.

Enns (1984) developed a frequency weighted balanced model reduction technique

for continuous-time system where it is meant to minimize IIWo[G(S)-Gk(S)]Wil/.

The aim of the balancing algorithm is to obtain a realization {A,B,C} of G(s)=

H(sI-Fr1J = C(sI-Ar1B such that parts of the weighted gramians for {A,B,C}

are equal and diagonal. So the controllability gramian P becomes the gramian

of G(S)Wi(S). Likewise the observability gramian Q becomes the gramian of

Wo(s)G(s). It was used to serve for control system stability. Therefore the Loo

norm was used for measuring the goodness of the reduced model. As we know the

purpose, for which the reduced order model is intended, will influence the

choice of the weighting transfer function. So the weighting to be chosen must

correspond to the criteria to be used which were given in section 3.1. For

robust stability the input weighting is the controller; for performance the

weighting is derived from input spectrum. Enns (19842) has discussed the model

reduction weighting for control design. Wahlberg (1989) and Zhu (1991) have

discussed the weighting for L2 norm model reduction. Anderson and Liu (1989)

gave suggestions on the weighting for controller reduction. For the choice of
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the weighting we refer to them. We will fIrst briefly sketch Enns' technique

with the assumption that the frequency weighting is known. Then we discuss

what kind of criterion is used in Enns' technique.

Let G(s), Wi(S), and Wo(s) be respectively the given high order model, input

weighting and output weighting transfer functions. Then the scalar model

reduction error denoted by Eoo for the reduced order model transfer function

Gk(S) is defIned to be given by

Eoo = IIWo(s)[G(S)-Gk(S)]Wi(S)lloo

Frequency weighted balanced realization algorithm is:

where

Given: F, J, H

Fi, Ji, Hi, Di

Fo, Jo, Ho, Do

G(s) = H(sI-Fr1J

Wi(S) = Hi(sI-Fir1Ji + Di

Wo(s) = Ho(sI-For1Jo + Do

Solve for U and Y from the Lyapunov equation for G(S)Wi(S):

[
F JHi] [ U
o F i U21

+ [JDi ][D:)T i~] =[ 0 0 ]
Ji 1 1 00

and the Lyapunov equation for Wo(s)G(s):

[~TH:fr][~21 ~::] + [~21~:: ][ ~oH

+ [H:~r][DoH Ho] = [ ~ ~ ]
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Solve for eigenvalues and eigenvectors of UY

i.e. UY = TATI, A = diag{Ai}, AI~A2~ ...~An

L = diag{ O"i}

A = TiFf, B = T I J

C = HT

O"i:= j Ai(UY) , 1 = I,...n

(3.2.3)

The reduced model is then obtained by neglecting the states which are weakly

controllable/observable with the weighted input/output. If we partition the

frequency weighted balanced realization (A,B,C) as

A = [ All AI2 ]
A21 A22 B = [::] C = [0 C2]

Then the reduced model with order k is given by Gk(S) = CI(sl-All)"IBI where

All is kxk and 0" >0" •k k+1

If the input and output frequency weighting are both used, it is not known

whether the reduced order model is stable or not. If only one frequency

weighting transfer function is used the reduced model has the following

properties.

We define two cases:

case 1: Wi(S) = I and Wo(s) ¢ I

case 2: Wi(S) ¢ I and Wo(s) = I

Since the high order model is assumed to be minimal, the Lyapunov equations

A:Eo + :EoAT + BBT = 0 for case 1
ATLi + LiA +CTC = 0 for case 2

or the partitioned Lyapunov equations

A L + LT A + B B T = 0 for case 1
11 01 0I 11 I I

A~I Lil + LilAll +C~ CI = 0 for case 2

are satisfied with L >0.

Therefore

Case 1: (All, BI) is controllable and Re(A[All])<O
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Case 2: (All, Cl) is observable and Re(A,[All])<O

We saw from the frequency weighted balanced model reduction procedure that no

optimization with respect to the frequency weighted error was used there but

the frequency weighting do influence the reduced order model. An important

advantage of the method which is easy to realize.

Here we will show a few plots to see the effect of the frequency weighting.

This example is example3 in section 2.2.3. Fig.3.2.1 and Fig.3.2.3 are

respectively the frequency weightings 1 and 2. In Fig.3.2.2 and Fig.3.2.4, the

solid line is the error of the truncated balanced model; the break line is

input frequency weighted balanced reduced model. We see that the effect of the

frequency weighting is obvious. The errors are decreased near the peak of the

weighting, but the price is paid at other frequencies. The errors at high

frequency are the same as the truncated balanced one. If the frequency

weighting has peak at high frequency the reduced model is similar to the

truncated balanced model. The frequency is low or high relative to roc (that we

have discussed in section 2.2.3). When the frequency band to be weighted is

much higher than roc it is simple to use the truncated balanced method.
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Remarks

1. The frequency weighted balanced method find a similarity transformation

matrix T. The reduced model truncates the new realization under the

transformation. Hence the reduced model has the truncated model reduction

property: the reduced error is zero at (J)=oo. This does not depend on the

weighting function.

2. {m) are not equal to the Hankel singular values of the G(s). Since the

frequency weighted balanced model is not internally balanced w.r.t the

Hankel singular values of G(s), but diag(Ai(UY». Relative bigness of

{vii(UY)} might be different from Hankel singular values. Therefore Hankel

singular values can not be used to select a reduced order, but {vii(UY)}.

3. For equalizing the weighted gramians the eigenvectors which form the

similarity transformation matrix T has to be scaled with di (Enns 19842
).

The di is constructed as:
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Because T satisfies

T-IUT-T di { }= ag (X.i

TTYT = diag{~i}

TIUYTT = A = diag{A.i}

with A.i = (X.ij3i; i= 1,2, ,N

Let

ai, ~i :F- 0

00= 0 or ~i = 0

D = diag{di}

and Tb = TD

then Ab = Tb-IFfb, Bb = Tb-I J

Cb = HTb (3.2.4)

4. The gramian equations for the input weighted and the output weighted high

order model have

ALo + LoAT + BBT = 0

ATLi + LiA +CTC = 0

for Wi = I and Wo :F- I

for Wi :F- I and Wo = I.

For the MIMO case, Li :F- Lo even when Wi = Wo=h(jro)I, where h(jro) is a

scalar function, consequently the reduced order models with same order given

by the two cases are different. Here an example is a MIMO example, which also

will be discussed in section 4.2, with two-inputs /two-outputs (10th ~

6th). h(jro) is given in Fig.4.2.12.
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3.2.2 Weighted Optimal Hankel-norm Approximation

Latham and Anderson (1985) introduced a frequency weighted optimal Hankel norm

approximation of stable transfer functions for scalar, finite dimensional,

linear, time invariant system. The proof of the technique is given for the

discrete time case. The technique is extended to the continuous time case

under the bilinear transformation. A discrete frequency weighting is required

to be a strictly minimum phase, strictly stable, real rational scalar transfer

function. A continuous frequency weighting has to be proper, strictly stable

and minimum phase.

The frequency weighted optimal Hankel norm approximation is solved only for

5150 case. Wahlberg (1989) has studied it and concluded the model reduction

via a frequency weighted balanced realization gave better results for

estimated high order model. Therefore we will not study it further.

3.3 An Identification Approach to Model Reduction

Wahlberg (1989) proposed an asymptotic ML approach for model reduction of

high order estimated model. He derived the weighted L2 loss function (3.1.9)

for his method. But, he did not find an algorithm to realize it. He ended up

with frequency weighted balanced model reduction. The frequency weighting was
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chosen according to his criterion. The importance of his result is that it

proposes a weighting to an estimated high order model.

Zhu et al (1991) used the same criterion as Wahlberg and realized it by

identifying the data generated by the high order model for both SISO and MIMO

cases. When inputs are mutually independent and the data length goes to

infinity the condition for (3.1.9) and (3.1.10) are met.

We have discussed the different model reduction methods. The choices for the

user are

For robust stabilization:

1) Use C(s) as the input weighting in the weighted balanced method

2) Use C(s) as the input weighting in the identification method

For simulation performance

1) Use <1>u(oo) as the input weighting in the weighted balanced method

2) Use usim(t) as the input in the identification method
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Chapter 4 Comparison of Different Methods by Simulation

We have discussed the balanced model reduction, Hankel-norm approximation and

the frequency weighted balanced model reduction. Now we will compare these

methods by simulation.

4.1 Examples of SISO Case

Three SISO examples we have already met in Chapter 2. The high order models

are assumed to be error free. Therefore the difference between the high order

and low order model is also the real error. We know that the balanced model

reduction with optimal m will give the biggest error at We. We try to reduce

this error by the frequency weighted balanced model reduction. The reduced

model obtained by the frequency weighted balanced model is depending on the

weighting. Firstly, the error frequency of the optimal balanced model was used

for the weighting. We tried to reduce the error at We, but, the results were

not good. Then the weighting for a low frequency band was used. For each

example the weighting and the error frequency responses have been plotted for

the balanced reduced model with optimal m, Hankel-norm approximation and

output-input, input frequency weighted balanced model. H2, Hoo and Hankel norms

are listed.

10310°
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1

2

Fig.4.1.1 The frequency weighting
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- The optimal balanced

-- The Hankel-nonn approximation

..The output freq. weighted balanced

..The input freq. weighted balanced

-.- Input- output freq. weighted bala.

Tabl e.2

Balanced Hanke I input - output - input-output
norm weight ing weight ing weight ing

H2 0.3063 * 0.3771 0.2092 0.2092 0.3027
I

Hoo 0.18882 0.31977 0.28683 0.28683 0.30223

Han kel 0.16861 0.15988 0.21169 0.21169 0.23151norm

Example 1

* Without a D tenn, in other cases the D-tenn of the error equals zero.
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- The optimal balanced

-. The Hankel-norm approximation

..The output freq. weighted balanced

..The input freq. weighted balanced

-.- Input- output freq. weighted bala.

Table.3

Balanced Hanke I input - output - input-output
norm weight ing weight ing weight ing

H2
..

6.8791e-48.200le-4 7 .9492e-4 6.5693e-4 6.5693e-4

Hoo 1 .3420e-4 2.5440e-4 2.4704e-4 2.4704e-4 2.5287e-4

Han kel 1 .3218e-4 1 .2720e-4 2.176ge-4 2. 176ge-4 2 . 1468e-4norm

Example 2

* Without a D term, in other cases the D-term of the error equals zero.
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FigA.1.5 The frequency weighting FigA.1.6 The error freq. resp. Example3

- The optimal balanced

.- The Hankel-norm approximation

..The output freq. weighted balanced

..The input freq. weighted balanced

-.- Input- output freq. weighted bala.

Table.4

Balanced Hanke I input - output- in pu t -ou tput
norm weight ing weight ing weight ing..

O.9335e-3 O.9306e-3H2 1 .3933e-3 1 .4109 e-3 o .9335e-3

Hoo 4.3754e-3 7 . 6999 e-3 7.4146e-3 7.4146e-3 7.5087e-3

Han kel 4.1784e-3 3.8620e-3 7.0992e-3 7.0992e-3 7.0160e-3norm

Example 3

* Without a D term, in other cases the D-term of the error equals zero.

From these examples we see that the balanced reduced model gives the best
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approximation in Hoo norm sense. The Hankel-norm approximation is good in

Hankel norm. The frequency weighted balanced reduced model is better in H2

norm. The transfer functions of the reduced model by applying input- and

output frequency weighting are the same for SISO case. The reduced model is

strongly influenced by the input-output frequency weighting when the same

weighting is used. In our examples we could not find a frequency weighting

that will strongly weight the frequency where is the biggest error occurs in

balanced reduced model. The frequency weighted balanced reduced model fits at

00=00, which is a property of the truncated model.

4.2 A MIMO Example

MIMO example is taken from Philips Glass. It has two inputs and two

outputs. The discrete-time state space realization (A,B,C,D) is

A= 0.8827 0.6035 0.5242 -0.4540 2.0463 -3.8828

-0.0326 1.0395 1.0326 1.0222 2.8633 ·2.9049

0.0896 -0.0137 0.9646 -0.2304 ·2.9594 1.6343

-0.1058 -0.1814 -0.6242 0.8824 1.2174 -2.0206

0.0101 0.0205 0.0458 -0.0223 0.6774 0.0500

0.0000 -0.0020 0.0046 0.0140 0.0186 0.8860

B= -0.1208 0.3969

0.0184 0.0832

-0.0445 -0.0462

0.0852 -0.0952

-0.0098 0.0088

-0.0017 -0.0100

C= -0.3093 0.0150 -0.0302 -0.3481 3.6959 -3.4078

-0.0918 0.2978 -0.1611 -0.4610 -3.2050 3.6379

D= 0.0292 0.0089

-0.0135 -0.0373

The frequency response of the system under bilinear transformation is plotted

in FigA.2.1.
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Fig. 4.2.1 The frequency response of the simulation system

The whole experiment follows the procedure:

s i mu I at i on
(A,B,C,D) + nOIse

1

Data est imate FIR Ho-Ka I man (An Bn en Dn)
N=1862x2 hIgh 2 order 3 d' d' d' d

bilinear

thransf.
(A n ,Bn, Cn ,D n )

c c c c

4

B al anced r educ t ion

Hankel-norm app rox im a t ion

Wei g h ted b a I an c ed red uc t ion

5

Above procedure describes what has been done for the MIMO example. Our data

are generated from simulated (A,B,C,D) with measurent colored noise. The power

noise to signal ratio is 5%. The square root of the power noise/input ratio

refer to FigA.2.12. The output error least squares estimation is used to

obtain the FIR that has 70 parameters for one SISO response. The estimated

FIRs are plotted in FigA.2.2. The sample time is 1 second. The high order

state space MIMO has order 140 which is obtained by expanded Hankel matrix.

The extended Hankel matrix is formed by adding zeros to the Markov sequences

as is explained in section 2.1. Comparison of different model reduction

methods is made for the continuous-time case bilinear transformation. This is

due to available computational algorithms. The results can be easily

reconverted to the discrete-time case.
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The estimated Markov parameters
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Fig. 4.2.2 The estimated FIR

We will begin with discussing about reduced order selecting. We first look at

FigA.2.3 - Fig.4.2.6 which are respectively the error maximum singular

values of the error frequency responses of order 5th, 6th, 7th, 10th, of the

one parameter balanced reduction method when the low order model is compared

with the simulation model. They show that when the order increases higher than

the 6th order the real error does not obviously decrease. The o-lines

correspond to the optimal mop in the sense that the Roo norm of the difference

between high order and reduced order model is optimal.

In practice, the difference of the different orders are available, but the

real errors between the real system and the reduced models are not known.

FigA.2.7 - FigA.2.1O are respectively the singular values of the difference

frequency responses of order 5th, 6th, 7th, and 10th. We see that the

difference are smooth for order 5th and 6th. The difference decreases

substantially as a whole for order increasing from 5th to 6th. As the order

increasesfurther, the differences have relative big peaks and are not smooth.

We could use these information to select the reduced model order. For each

order only two different frequency responses need to be calculated w.r.t m=O,

m=oo. They are solid lines in FigA.2.3 to Fig.4.2.1O. The criterion then is

that the difference frequency responses should smooth and have big decrease

due to the order increase, as a criterion for order selection. We select the
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Fig. 4.2.3 The singular values of
frequency response 5th order

FigA.2A The singular values of
frequency response 6th order

Th••ITO' SV of (Gsi(s)-G7(m» The erro' SVof(Gre-GHl(m»

c· I '7

hequcncy in radlscc frequency in ndlsec

Fig. 4.2.5 The singular values of Fig.4.2.6 The singular values of

frequency response 7th order frequency response 10th order

strait line is A>v/i>u =' 0·'7 0 line is w.r.t optimal m in IIGn-Gk 1100 sense

Rest. lines are o{GS(jro)-Gk(jCO)) w.r.t m=O-?OO (Gs-simulation model)
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Fig. 4.2.7 The sing. values of error

frequency response 5th order

FigA.2.8 The sing. values of error

frequency response 6th order

The error SV of Ges·G 100m) lilt err'or Sv cf G"S·G7c... )
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Fig. 4.2.9 The sing. values of error

frequency response 7th order

FigA.2.1O The sing. values of error

frequency response 10th order

o line w.r.t optimal m in IIGn-Gklloo

Rest lines are cr(GnGro)-GkGro» w.r.t m=O-)OO (Gn-estimated high order model)
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6th order. This will be checked by using the following theorem.

The estimated high order model has variance as (Zhu,1990)

{G..(dc.o)_G~.(dc.o)} E AsN(O'~Nn~J~(c.o)<1>vI.(c.o»
IJ IJ

(4.2.1)

In our example, (<1>v
1
(c.o)/<1>u)1/2 and (<1>v

2
(c.o)/<1>u)1/2 are plotted in FigA.2.12

(Discrete-time). If n=70, N=1826, we take (<1>v(c.o)/<1>u)= 1.5

a- ~ (<1>v(c.o)/<1>u)=0.0845

Let 2a be the allowed upper bound for selecting the order, The 6th order is a

good choice. The difference Hoo norm of order 6th is plotted as a function of m

in FigA.2.11.

The rn.ax. singular values of error frequency response correspond to
O.IISr-~-~-~

FigA.2.12 The Hoo norm of the difference for the 6th order

Within one parameter balanced model reduction, there are a lot of choice on

reduced model w.r.t m. The m is divided to two parts by mop (= 0.05214). A

reduced model is a good approximation in low frequency part or high frequency

part w.r.t m is smaller than mop or bigger. The m is chosen according to the

reduced model should be close to the high order model where the variance is

small. It shows that the estimated model has a big variance at low frequency.

Therefore, m will be chosen to give a small difference at high frequency but

also not exactly fit. So we can give m any value bigger than mop. Here we
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choose m=l.

The Hankel-nonn approximation uses the Glover (1984) method which is realized

by Safonov et al (1987) (Used in MATLAB-TOOL BOX, 1986-1989).

The frequency weighted balanced model reduction (Enns, 1984) is used. The

frequency weighting Wo is the inverse of the output 1 noise spectrum. It has a

realization (Aw,Bw,Cw,Dw) ( Under bilinear transfonnation).

[

-3.2718 0.91384]
Aw=

4.2718 -1. 9138
BW=[ -3.0206 ]

3.0206

Cw=[3.1463 -0.8478], Dw=3.9663

The amplitude of the weighting frequency response is plotted in FigA.2.13.

The amplitudes of error frequency response of different reduced models are

plotted in FigA.2.14.

5

10

o6==ol:==*=:t:::LJu....u.~-J--L--'-'-~

10-3 100 103

FREQUENCY
0.30.1 0.2

frequency in rad/s

1

4 The s rt ower noise/in ut ratio

3;

FigA.2.12 The squal root of power

noise/input ratio

The strait line is .A>v/iu=0.17

Fig.4.2.13 The amplitude of the

frequency weighting
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The singular value of error frequency response MIMO Example
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Fig. 4.2.15 The error frequency responses MIMO Example

- The optimal balanced -. The Hankel-nonn approximation

.. The output frequency weighted balanced

-. The input frequency weighted balanced x The estimated high order error

Table.S

re a 1 Balanced Hanke 1 output-err.

e S 1m. m=1.0723 norm weighting

H2 o .42664· 1.1734 • 0.42048·
0.32199· -

Hoo 0.1143 0.1630 o. 1140
0.0954 0.1639

Example

* Without a D-tenn.

Table S shows that the reduced model with the output frequency weighted

balanced reduction gives good result in Hoo nonn senses and only marginal
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difference with the balanced reduction. Another noticeable fact from

FigA.2.15 is that the frequency weighted balanced model reduction gives a

truncated balanced like model. This is not strange as the frequency weighted

balanced model effectively only causes a similarity transformation of the

original one before truncation. The reduced model is a truncated frequency

weighted balanced model. The one parameter family balanced model reduction can

give the same good reduced model if we know how to use the error information

of the high order model. The optimal Hankel-norm approximation is the worst

one.
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Conclusions

We have studied the model reduction based on the balanced state space

realization, the optimal Hankel-norm approximation, and the frequency weighted

balanced model reduction. These three methods are compared for three SISO

examples and one MIMO example. The examples show that the frequency weighted

balanced model reduction and the one parameter family balanced model reduction

give comparably good reduced models. They are simple. If we know the frequency

weighting the frequency weighted balanced reduction could be a fIrst choice.

Whatever the frequency weighting looks like, the reduced model will fIt at

(1)=00. This is a property of the truncated model. If the high order model is

error free the one parameter balanced reduction can give the best model in Roo

norm sense. If a particular frequency region is more important than others the

second order approximation can be a way. The second order approximation is an

extended one parameter family balanced reduction. The one parameter is

replaced by a matrix that is derived in second order approximation of block

(A12,A21,B2,C2) for a particular frequency.

The other existing methods, such as, the frequency weighted optimal

Hankel-norm approximation, identification approach to model reduction, were

mentioned. We propose the reduced model in second order approximation. The

proof is incomplete, therefore, further study is needed.
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Appendix

The proof for second order approximation reduced model

In second order approximation the transfer function is

(A-I)

Define: C+ ={Cl(sI-All)"lA12 +C2}s=jro

B+ ={A21(sI-Allr1
BI+B2} s=jro

A+ =UroI-A22r1

Q = C: C+ P = B+B~

X =[M-A22r1

For SISO case 11.11 equals 1.1, we get at jroo:
T T T T TC+(X-A+)B+B-(X-A-) C- = trace {(X-A+)P(X -A-)Q}

{ T T T T= trace XPX Q + A+PA-Q - XPA-Q - A+PX Q}

= trace {QXPXT + A+PA:Q _ QTA_pTXT _ QA+PXT}

For minimal norm let

_8_ = PXTQ + pTXTQT _ PA:Q _ pTAIQT =OXT

8XT

The rank of both terms is 1.

Multiply left C- and multiply right B+

CCTC T T T- _ +(X-A+)B+B-B+ + C-C+C-(X-A-)B-B+B+ = 0

C· = C+I s=-jro
B· = B+I s=-jro

A- =[-jroI-A22r1

(A-2)

For SISO case C-C:,B:B+, c-cI, BIB+ are scalar. We denote C-C: =E,B:B+=~,

c-cI=y, BIB+=11 and suppose

(X-A+)= c:uBI + E + F where

u = some constant, EB+=O, C+F =0 (Left and right null spaces!)

(X-A-) = c:~BI + G + H where

~ = some constant , GB- = 0, C-H =0 (Left and right null spaces!)
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Then:

E'Yall~ + 'YEP~ll = 0 ~ a = -P
Consequently

(X-A+) - E - P = -{ (X-A-) - G -H} = C~aBr
• ••where most likely G=E H=P and E, P, a must be at least such that M > 0

X-A+ = E + P + C~aBr (A-3)

X-A- = E· + p. - C~aBr (A-4)

Addition (A-3) and (A-4) we get

• •X= 1/2(A+ + A- + E + E + P + P ) (A-5)

If we let E= P= 0, which is actually only true for a fIrst order SISO system,

then the solution is

M = A22 + 2[(jeooI-A22r1 + (-jeooI-A22r1r1

2

= Y[diag( -x~ )]y-1

where A22 = YAy-I, {Ai} are the eigenvalues of the A22.
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_TUEEL6$DKB200:[MIM.ERSICGEX.PHI]WEITB.M;12

function [A,B,C, sigm] =weitb (a,b,c,Awi,Bwi,Cwi,Dwi)
% Using Enns method to do the weighted balanced model reduction in
% contiuous time domain with input and output weighting.
% [A,B,C, sigm]=weitb (a,b,c,Aw,Bw,Cw,Dw)

[ra,ca]=size(a)j
[rwa,cwa]=size(Awi)j

zer=zeros(rwa,ca)j

agi=[a b*Cwijzer Awi]j
bgi=[a' zer'jCwi'*b' Awi']j
cgi=[b*DwijBwi]* [Dwi'*b' Bwi']j

Ugi=lyap(agi,bgi,cgi)j

ago=[a' c'*Bwi'jzer Awi']j
bgo=[a zer'iBwi*c Awi];
cgo=[c'*Dwi' iCwi'] *[Dwi*c Cwi]j

Ygo=lyap(ago,bgo,cgo)j

[T,sigm]=eig(Ugi(l:ra,l:ca)*Ygo(l:ra,l:ca))j

uei=diag(inv(T)*Ugi(l:ra,l:ca)*inv(T'))j
yei=diag(T'*Ygo(l:ra,l:ca)*T)j

j=length(uei)j

for i=l:j,

if uei(i)-=O & yei-=O,
D(i,i)=(uei(i)/yei(i))A.25;

else D(i,i)=lj
end

endj

Tb=T*Dj

A=inv(Tb)*a*Tbj
B=inv(Tb)*b;
C=c*Tbj

sigm=(diag(sigm)) .A.5;

% sort sigm
[gg,i]=sort(sigm)j
i=i (length (sigm) :-l:l)j
A=A(i,i)j
B=B(i,:) j

C=C ( : , i) ;
sigm=sigm(i);

return
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_TLlEEL6$DKB200:[MIM.ERSICGEX.PHI]WEITOUT.M;8

% To calculate the weighted output balanced model.
function [Ao,Bo,Co, sigo]=weitout (a,b,c,Awo,Bwo,Cwo,Dwo)

[rao,cao]=size(a);
[rwo,cwo]=size(Awo);

zer=zeros(cwo,rao);

ago=[a' c'*Bwo';zer Awo'];
bgo=[a zer';Bwo*c Awo];
cgo=[c'*Dwo' ;Cwo'] * [Dwo*c Cwo];

Ygo=lyap(ago,bgo,cgo);

Ug=lyap(a,b*b');

[Two,sio]=eig(Ug*Ygo(l:rao,l:cao));

yei=diag(Two'*Ygo(l:rao,l:cao)*Two);
uei=diag(inv(Two)*Ug*inv(Two'));

j=length(yei);

for i=l:j,
if yei(i)-=O & uei(i)-=O,
D(i,i)=(uei(i)/yei(i))AO.25;
else D(i,i)=l;
end
end;

sigo=diag(sioA.5);

Tb=Two*D;

Ao=inv(Tb)*a*Tb;
Bo=inv(Tb)*b;
CO=C*Tb;

% sort sigo
[gg,i]=sort(sigo);
i=i (length (sigo) :-1:1);
Ao=Ao(i,i);
Bo=Bo (i, :) ;
Co=Co ( : , i) ;
sigo=sigo(i);

return
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_TUEEL6$DKB200:[MIM.ERSICGEX.PHI]WEITINPUT.M;6

%To calculate the weighted input balanced model.
% [Abi,Bbi,Cbi, sigi] =weitinput (a,b,c,Awi,Bwi,Cwi,Dwi)
function [Ai,Bi,Ci,sigi]=weitinput (a,b,c,Awi,Bwi,Cwi,Dwi)

page 1

[ra,ca]=size(a);
[rwa,cwa]=size(Awi);

zer=zeros(rwa,ca);

%G(s)=c([sI-a]A-1)b
%Wi(s)=Cwi([sI-Awi]A-1)Bwi+Dwi

agi=[a b*Cwi;zer Awi];
bgi=[a' zer';Cwi'*b' Awi'];
cgi=[b*Dwi;Bwi]*[Dwi'*b' Bwi'];

Ugi=lyap(agi,bgi,cgi);
Yg=lyap(a' ,c'*c);

[Twi,sii]=eig(Ugi(1:ra,1:ca)*Yg);

sigi=diag(sii) .AO.S;

uei=diag(inv(Twi)*Ugi(1:ra,1:ca)*inv(Twi'));
yei=diag(Twi'*Yg*Twi);

j=length(uei);

for i=1:j, % Finding the scalling D
if uei(i)-=O & yei(i)-=O,
D(i,i)=(uei(i)jyei(i))A.2S;
else D(i,i)=1;
end
end;

Tb=Twi*D;

Ai=inv(Tb)*a*Tb;

Bi=inv(Tb)*b;
Ci=c*Tb;

% sort sigi
[gg,i]=sort(sigi);
i=i(length(sigi) :-1:1);
Ai=Ai(i,i);
Bi=Bi (i, :) ;
Ci=Ci(:,i);
sigi=sigi(i);

return
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